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BoostYour Knowledge at CTS Conference HIGHLIGHTS.....

The Center for Transportation Studies' Fifth
Annual Transportation Research Conference

will have a variety of sessions of interest to

readers of the Exchange.

The conference, to be held May 12-13 at the

Sheraton Park Place in Minneapolis, will have over

75 presentations on a wide range of topics. Concur-

rent sessions will be grouped in five categories-the

Transportation Infrastructure, Transportation Safety

and Traffic Flow, Transportation and the Environ-

ment, Transportation and the Economy, and Human

and Community Issues.

If you have not already received a copy of the

conference brochure or would like further details,

please call Lori Graven at (612) 625-9023.

Selected Presentations
* Why Be a County Engineer? Strategies to Expand

the Shrinking Employment Pool (Kathleen M.
Waggoner, Iowa State University)

* Synopsis of Bituminous Design and Construction:
Low-Volume Roads in Cold Climates (Alan
Forsberg, Blue Earth County)

* Evaluation and Treatment of Wood Deterioration
in Timber Bridges (Robert Seavey and Timothy
Larson, Forest Products, U of M)

* Pavement Drainage Studies (Mark Hagen, Mn/
DOT)

* STOP, YIELD, and No Control at Isolated, Low-
Volume Intersections-a Synthesis of Practice
(Howard Preston, BRW, Inc.)

* The Human Element Using GIS as a Transporta-
tion Decision Tool (W. Todd Smith, Mn/DOT)

* Fostering Discussion Between the Transportation
Professional and the Citizen (Charlene Zimmer,
Strgar-Roscoe-Fausch)

Q & A: W ETLANDS........................2

DUST CONTROL................3

DISK SHOULDER RECLAIMER....................4

PATCHING POTHOLES........................... .5

GRAVEL ROAD BASICS ......................... 5

PUBLICATIONS..................... 6

WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING...................7
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New T Workshops Scheduled
She Minnesota T2 workshop schedule for 1994 is now in

place. In response to your feedback to the 1993 T2 training
needs assessment, this year s program includes a series

of nine different workshops at locations across the state. To
meet prionrity training needs, two new workshops have been
scheduled-Equipment Maintenance (coming up this May) and
Tort Liability (in September). Also under development are six
additional workshops ome of which will be scheduled yet this
year.

For an overvieW of the 1994 program, including those sessions
already completed, please turn to T2 Workshops on page 7.
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Reminder: Send Us Your Ideas
n the debut issue of the Exchange just one year ago, we told you that this was

your newsletter-designed to cover news and technologies you need to

perform yourjobs. Our goal, then as now, is not just to provide you with

information, but to hear your ideas and innovations, and help share them with

your counterparts in Minnesota and elsewhere.

So with the start of our second year, we again ask you to send us your ideas.

For example, what innovations, safety concepts, and technologies are you

incorporating in your daily roadway and/or roadside operations? Have you

modified an established technology? Was there a notable field experience with a

product or a process? Do you work with someone who's created a time- and

money-saving shortcut? If so, please let us know.

We'd also like to hear your recommendations for appropriate topics for the

Exchange. Tell us which articles you

find particularly useful-or useless, if

that's the case. We also encourage you

to submit topics, technical or other-

wise, for the regular question-and-

answer column.

Your contributions don't have to be

fancy-handwritten notes are fine, or
use the Reader Response form on the
back cover. You may also fax or call us

at any time, or try our newly functional

electronic mail system (my address is

snopl001 @maroon.tc.umn.edu).

Regardless of the method, please stay

in touch with the Exchange.

-The Editor

The summer 1993 issue of this
newsletter contained a short article
by Ron Harnack, executive director
of the Minnesota Board of Water
and Soil Resources (BWSR), on the
new wetland permit process. That
article promised more information
as developments occurred. Our
questions this issue are in answer to
that pledge. Answers were pro-
vided by John Jaschke, wetland
management specialist, BWSR.

Q
What are some of the key develop-

ments that have taken place since
last summer?

A
First, the Minnesota Wetland

Conservation Act (WCA) permanent
rule has gone into effect as of January
1, 1994. Local Government Units
(LGUs) such as cities and counties will
administer the program. In some areas,
the cities or counties may choose to
delegate program administration to
watershed districts or Soil and Water

Conservation Districts (SWCDs).
Second, training sessions were held

over the past few months in Alexandria,
Bemidji, Brainerd, Duluth, Mankato,
Marshall, Rochester, and the Twin

Cities. There will be follow-up
training in the same locations.

Third, an interagency Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) for wetland
regulatory simplification is in draft
form and could be signed at any time.
[Ed. note: at press time signature was

still pending.]
And last, the program will use the

State Wetland Bank (SWB) to increase
the options available for wetland
replacements.

Ran Rudru~d
Wins Award
C ongtltios to Ron RudrudI,

B loomington city engineer, who
reeved theCity Egineer of the Year
Award from the City Entgineers
Associa~tion ocf Minnesota (CEAMv).

RurudJ, who serves asthe city
representative of theLocal Road
Resarch Board on thinesota T'
~Steeringg Commiteereceived the
honr art the CEAM annual meeting in~
January.

Can you give us a concise sum-
mary of the basic requirements of
the Wetland Conservation Act?

A
Four points come to mind:

1. First and always, wetland impacts
must be avoided to the extent
possible.

2. The WCA is a "no-net-loss" wetland
protection program. Thus, when
impacts do occur, the lost wetland
functions must be replaced.

3. Wetland impacts (draining and
filling) that do not fall under one of
the 25 exemptions must be miti-
gated.

4. Replacement of wetlands can be
done directly or via the State
Wetland Bank.

Q
What are the 25 exemptions you

just mentioned?

A
They are activities (impacts) that are

predetermined to be acceptable under
the WCA. Some exemptions that apply
to road construction are:

* Public works projects that do not
drain or fill wetlands.

* Public road maintenance within
original construction limits.

* Permanent and temporary roads
constructed for forestry activities.

* Drainage system maintenance and
repair that does not affect wet-
lands that have existed for more
than 20 years.

* Draining accidental wetlands
formed by beavers, culvert
blockage, and government-
approved projects.
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The Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Pro-
gram is part of the Federal Highway
Administration's Local Technical Assistance
Program (LTAP). LTAP is a nationwide effort
designed to foster and improve information
exchange between local practitioners and state
and national transportation agencies.
Minnesota's T2 Program is administered by the
Center for Transportation Studies at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, and cosponsored by the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board and
the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Technology Exchange is published quarterly.
For free subscriptions, mailing list changes, or
extra copies of the Exchange, contact Circula-
tion at the address or phone number shown.

The Exchange welcomes contributions and
suggestions from its readers. Submit articles,
news items, and other comments to Pamela
Snopl, editor, at the address below, or call
(612) 624-0841 for further information,

Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Program
Center for Transportation Studies
University of Minnesota
110 Civil and Mineral Engineering Building
500 Pillsbury Drive S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Phone: (612) 626-1077
Fax: (612) 625-6381

MINNESOTA T
2 PROGRAM RESOURCE STAFF

Program Director: Cheri Trenda (612) 625-
5829

Technical Advisor: John Ohm (612) 827-0240

Editor: Pamela Snopl (612) 624-0841

Writer: Kim Troedsson (612) 624-0841

Information Services/Video Lending/
Reference Support: Anne Mackereth (612)
297-4168

Workshops and Training: Bev Ringsak

To ensure that an exemption applies
to a project, a certificate of exemption
should be secured from the LGU
before commencing any work.

Do you have a firm time schedule
for certain goals to be met?

A
As of January 1, 1994, LGUs must

have adopted an acceptable wetland
conservation program that is in
accordance with the permanent rule, or
a moratorium on wetland impacts
exists.

Q
Where is the best place for local

agencies to ask questions?'

To the responsible Local Govern-
ment Unit or Soil and Water Conserva-
tion District., Any of the 87 counties or
the 92 SWCDs should have maps,
application forms, and other necessary
information.

Q
What happens next?

A
The first important action should be

the signing of the regulatory simplifica-
tion MOU. This will be the significant
first step toward making wetland

(612) 625-6689

Circulation: Cindy Melco (612) 626-9587

The University of Minnesota is committed to
the policy that all persons shall have equal
access to its programs, facilities, and employ-
ment without regard to race, color, creed, reli-
gion, national origin, sex, age, marital status,
disability, public assistance status, veteran sta-
tus, or sexual orientation.

Design: Pat Rouse Graphic Design Team

V,9 Printed on recycled paper, acid-free,
60% recycled fibers, including min. 30%
postconsumer wastepaper.

This publication is available in alternative
formats upon request.
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Chair: Dennis Carlson, State-Aid for Local
Transportation Division, Mn/DOT (Retired)

Bob Benke, Research Administration, Mn/
DOT

Dave Fricke, Executive Director, Minnesota
Association of Townships

Jim Grube, Director of Public Works, St.
Louis Park; City Engineers Association of
Minnesota

Robert C. Johns, Associate Director, Center
for Transportation Studies

Richard Kjonaas, McLeod County Highway
Department; Minnesota County Highway
Engineers Association

Vernon Mickelsen, Federal Highway
Administration

Ken Paulson, Minnesota Asphalt Pavement
Association

Ron Rudrud, City Representative, Minnesota
Local Road Research Board

Dick Sullivan, Physical Research, Mn/DOT
Mike Ulrich, Public Works Superintendent,

Minnesota Public Works Association
Mike Wagner, County Representative,

Minnesota Local Road Research Board

protection and regulation more
reasonable and efficient. Also, training
is needed so that LGUs cancome on-
line and function at a high level. We
will be conducting a special technical
session on wetland delineation in
Brainerd on July 25-28, 1994. This
course is intended for local government
staff who have not been trained in this
methodology. It is limited to 50
people.

In the final analysis, we expect the
wetland conservation program envi-
sioned by the WCA will be estab-
lished-with some diligent efforts by
all concerned-so that wetlands are
avoided whenever possible or restored
and/or created for replacement.

Q
Any advice for project sponsors?

A
* Do pre-purchase planning,

especially for large, high-profile
projects.

* Get a good delineation, then begin
designing.

* Design with nature, show avoid-
ance areas.

* Thoroughly consider, document,
and justify alternatives to be
proposed.

* Public awareness: consider public/
neighbor concerns and inform
them early in the process.

* Provide truthful, complete, and
accurate descriptions of all
relevant project components.

1 .ring 1
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Hot on the Trail of a New Dust Control Product
-Soybean Soapstock
Flying dust on gravel roads can be a major

headache. Not only do the dust clouds force
motorists to roll up their windows when other

vehicles pass, they can also be thick enough to reduce
visibility, creating potentially hazardous conditions.
The dust also annoys residents living near gravel
roadways who must tolerate the dusty air.

A few years ago Mike Wagner, Nicollet County

engineer, was trying to find an acceptable method to
suppress flying dust on rural gravel roads. Previ-

ously, the common approach was to spray-apply fuel

oil waste. However, in 1988 the Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency (MPCA) banned the use of such fuel
oil due to the possibility of PCBs and heavy metals

entering the groundwater. Subsequent solutions used
were calcium chlorides and #5 fuel oil, both of which

were also problematic.
So when Wagner read in a farm magazine about

another method to control grain dust-actually, in

grain elevators he was interested. The process
involved spraying the grain with a soybean solution
that caused the dust to adhere to the grain. Wagner

contacted Mike Youngerberg, director of field
services for the Minnesota Soybean Growers Asso-

ciation (MSGA), to discuss the possible use of the
soybean olution. He discovered that soybean
"soapstock" is a liquid by-product of the soybean
refining process, biodegradable, locally grown and
processed, and a renewable resource. It sounded
good, but would it work on gravel roads?

The "Perfect" Solution
Certain criteria existed for what would be the

"perfect" dust control solution for Nicollet County.
The material would have to be environmentally
friendly, perform well, and be cost-effective. Also,
any option chosen would have to make use of
existing equipment and staffing to avoid the need for
contractors. This would eliminate any delays while
contractors traveled to a rural area, especially if the
process had to be repeated.

Another requirement was that the solution not

adhere to vehicles traveling on the roads. One citizen
had called the Nicollet County highway department
to complain when she had to use a car wash to
remove the sticky fuel oil spotting her car. The oil
spots had hardened, forcing her to point a high-
pressure water nozzle about five inches from the
spots. Not only did the oil come off, so did the paint
on her car!

Even before Wagner's query, the MSGA had been
exploring the idea of using soybean soapstock for
gravel roads, and had contacted the MPCA about its
potential use. The MPCA had concerns about the use
of the soapstock, and requested specific information
to prove its environmental safety. Youngerberg
contacted Mn/DOT's Bob Benke, director of the
Office of Research Administration, for help in
addressing the MPCA's concerns. As a result, the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board, at that time
chaired by Mike Wagner, provided funds for Mn/
DOT to conduct research on the potential use of the
soybean soapstock, including its environmental
effects.

Test Results and
Performance

The study consisted of test applications at 28
different sites in Nicollet County. One part of the
research included testing water runoff samples from
ditches adjacent to an application site to determine if

the soapstock leached toxic chemicals into the
surrounding water table. Tests showed that soapstock
did not provide any ill effects to the environment.

Performance results also proved positive. Applica-
tion of the soapstock solution to the gravel roadways
created a hard surface crust, somewhat like a bitumi-
nous surface, ensuring that the dust adhered to the
road. Furthermore, the solution performed well
enough to require only one application per season,
versus two or three times for other solutions.

Application and Cost
The soapstock can be spray-applied using existing

bituminous distributors, thus avoiding the need for
outside contractors. Spraying the product gives an
even coverage at a consistent rate. Although still
being tested, the rate used for first-time applications
has been .25 gal./sq. yard. At this level the product
penetrates into the road surface to a depth of about

one inch. Prior to application, the road should be
bladed to produce a one-inch depth of loose gravel.
The gravel road should be bladed once again just
prior to winter so that salt and sand do not have to be
applied. This level of application should be sufficient
for low-volume traffic; however, the product becomes
less effective for high-volume and heavyweight truck
traffic.

The cost of the soapstock has ranged from $0.15 to
$0.20 per pound, or $1.20 per gallon. Using this
price and the application rate of .25 gal./sq. yard
results in a product cost of $0.30/sq. yard. While this
is somewhat more expensive than calcium chloride
on an absolute basis, since soapstock is applied only
once during the season versus two to three times for
calcium chloride, the overall cost for both is in the
same range. This is especially important since
Nicollet County charges residents who benefit from
dust control. The fee runs about $50 per lineal 100
feet of road, and residents would surely balk at a stiff
fee increase, according to Wagner.

Motorists can clean the soapstock from their
vehicles using a liquid cleanser such as Simple Green
or 409, followed by a power wash for best results.
For a stronger wash, the MSGA recommends a
solution made of equal parts mineral spirits and
water, then rewaxing any waxed surfaces.

Further Studies
In view of the overall positive results of the Mn/

DOT study, the MSGA obtained further research
funding from the Minnesota Soybean Research and
Promotion Council to conduct additional testing.
Using these funds the MSGA sponsored application
demonstrations at 43 sites scattered across 21
counties. Subsequent surveys in October 1993 of the
demonstration participants showed that 11 of 19
respondents would recommend the product to other
parties interested in dust control. The eight remain-
ing respondents mainly cited cost as an inhibiting

factor, as well as performance for cases where the
underlying gravel road had been inadequately
prepared prior to soapstock application.

For further information about soybean soapstock,
contact Mike Youngerberg, Minnesota Soybean
Growers Association, Pierce Plaza Office Building,
360 Pierce Avenue, Suite 110, No. Mankato, MN,
56003; (507) 388-1635.

-Kim Troedsson
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Shoulder Reclaimer
Saves Time, Money
by Thomas O. Zimmerman

E ach spring many gravel shoulders must be the windrows, which

reconstructed-ridges and ruts removed, enabled the roller to

inslopes reshaped, among other things-to operate more frequently.

reverse the effects of the previous winter. Standard This in turn meant one

repair methods require a virtual parade of graders, roller was eliminated

rollers, mixers, and other equipment (and sometimes from the operation.

thousands of yards of new aggregate), all at consider- After some experience

able expense. with the disc, workers

To help streamline this process and reduce costs, were able to reclaim

Mn/DOT is testing a new wing-mounted disc one mile of shoulder

designed to eliminate the outside ridge that develops per day in one direc

from routine blading and "reclaim" gravel from that tion; with more time

portion of the roadway. In one particular operation, and practice this rate

the shoulder reclaimer saved Mn/DOT over $2,400 could possibly increase

per mile compared with the previous method, while by about another mile on both sides per day. We

accomplishing the same result. The cost of the were unable to confirm this in 1993 because the

disc-approximately $5,000-was recovered in just a extreme moisture prevented us from performing this

little over two miles of shoulder reconstruction. type of operation, but we will resume testing this

The Windom district purchased the new disc in spring, weather permitting. The cost of the operation

spring 1992 using funds from Mn/DOT's Mainte- with this equipment was $963.60 per mile.

nance Operations and Research Division experimen- The Windom district used the disc chiefly on

tal equipment initiative. [Ed. note: See the previous narrow gravel shoulders. A typical operation had

issue of the Exchange for more on this program.] previously taken three days for 48 lane miles of

The disc consists of 12 disc plates mounted on a very shoulders, resulting in a shoulder full of clumps and

heavy duty frame (see photo). Although it requires grass. With the disc the same road is reclaimed in

no modifications for mounting, the Windom district one day with much better results-a shoulder with no

did modify the unit by adding chain links between the trough, and the grass and sod chopped up-leaving

discs, to prevent dirt and mud build-up. an attractive shoulder.
The disc has worked well for other uses, such as

Better Results, Less Equipment eliminating ridges on wide shoulders, minor narrow-

The first usage of the disc was on Minnesota TH60 ing of wide shoulders, reestablishing water flow in
the bottom of ditches, and removing ruts left by

just west of the Brewster city limits, in spring 1992.

The previous year (1991) Mn/DOT had narrowed the

inslope of the shoulders and reclaimed gravel that had
been thrown into the ditch by snowplows. The
operation consisted of two and sometimes three
motor graders, two rubber tire rollers, three loader In one particular
tractors, a Ceman mixer, a water truck, and one
person for traffic control. Between a quarter and a operation, the shoulder
half mile were reclaimed per day. The motor graders
first windrowed the gravel along the edge of the reclaimer sa ved Mn/
roadway, then proceeded to move the dirt from the
ditch bottom up the slope to the edge of the shoulder. DOT over $2 400 per
When the blades created a windrow, the mixer would

go across it to break up the clumps of dirt and sod. mile compared with
This was necessary to properly shape and compact
the new inslope. The cost of this operation was the previous method,
$2291.92 per mile on one side only.

In 1992 Windom again repaired the shoulders on while accomplishing
TH60, this time with the new disc mounted on a
motor grader. In contrast to the old method, only two the same result.
motor graders, one roller, and one person for traffic
control were needed. With the disc, the roller
operator did not have to wait for the mixer to cross

Conclusion
The Windom district has been able to maintain more

shoulders with the new disc simply because of the
resulting time savings. In the past some shoulders had
been difficult due to excessive sod build-up; last year
we were able to disc them two to three times because
we were able to cover more ground more frequently.

Other districts have also tested the disc, with very
positive reports to date. If you would like further
information or wish to borrow a videotape of the disk,
please contact Doyle Incorporated Equipment, at (612)
890-3326, or (800) 658-5491.

/Thomas O. Zimmerman is a highway maintenance
supervisor with Mn/DOT's Windom district. Greg Felt,

state equipment engineer also contributed to the article. !

Reshaping Gravel Roads
by Vernon Monger

Properly maintaining gravel roads
requires considerable effort. Each

spring in Burleigh County, N.D., 50 to
75 miles of roadway are reconditioned
by pulling the gravel off the shoulders,
reshaping the roadway to the original
width, shaping the inslopes, reestab-
lishing the roadway crown, and
regraveling where necessary, creating a
smooth, all-weather surface.

The procedure pulls material from
both shoulders to the center of the
roadway (using two motor patrols) and
reshapes the roadway to the desired
width. A Raygo (Gator) pulverizer

breaks up the chunks of material and
vegetation, normally in two passes.
Next, a rock windrower removes rocks
and other trash from the windrow.
Then the material is relaid to a proper
crown, compacting the material and
adding additional material as necessary
to get a finished product.

The key to producing a good finished
product is breaking up the material,
particularly the chunks. The Raygo
(Gator) pulverizer is normally used for

breaking up asphalt and preparing it for
recycling. A slight modification was
necessary for gravel roads, since the
machine is equipped with oil jets for

adding asphalt to. the mix. To prevent
damage to the jets, a metal plate was
placed over the openings. The rotor is
eight feet wide, and the opening for the
material to enter is 18 inches high.

Two passes with the pulverizer do a
good job of preparing the material, at a
rate of about 75 minutes per mile. This
is followed by re-laying of the material,
watering as necessary, and compacting.
A top surface of new gravel, approxi-
mately 300 cubic yards per mile, leaves
a very smooth, drivable surface.

Jon Mill, county engineer, says the
old method was simply to blade the
material onto the roadway from the

shoulders, crushing as many clumps as
they could, and letting the traffic break
up the remaining clumps. The roadway
surface was rough at times and not
acceptable to the public.

Rodney Ness, highway superinten-
dent, says more than 500 cubic yards of
material per mile are recovered, with a
one-time high of 1,000 cubic yards. It
is necessary to properly re-lay the
material and have good compaction.
Without that and with wet conditions,
the roadway may become very rutted
and nearly impassable.

[Source: Centerline, North Dakota 7 2

Center; summer 1993]
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Unpaved Roads: Some BasicsUnpaved roads are made by combining fine particles with coarse aggregate

(gravel), and are by nature unstable. Moisture helps the fines adhere to
each other and to the aggregate, and ideally, the mix compacts and

provides a solid surface. In reality, however, the mix doesn't last, due to frost
heave, changes in moisture level, traffic, weather conditions, and other factors.

The main problem with unpaved roads, then, is how to get the mix to survive,
with the right adherence between fines and aggregates, and the moisture levels in
balance. Following are some approaches for solving this problem.

* Proper design and construction. Use a good base course and subbase, with
careful attention to drainage, especially culverts, ditches, and well-shaped crowns.
Use the right mix of different sizes of aggregates and the right binder-don't just
use the cheapest and nearest materials.

* Damage repair. Blading, leveling, smoothing, reshaping, remixing, rolling-

What causes some pothole
patches to last longer than
others? What can be done

to lengthen the life of a pothole patch?
A Strategic Highway Research Project
(SHRP) study evaluated the perfor-
mance of various cold-mix asphalt
patching materials and techniques.
During an 18-month period, 108
evaluations were conducted at 22 test
sites throughout the continental United
States. All told,
1,250 pothole
patches were placed Suc
and studied.

The results are a potho/
bit surprising, were att
When quality
materials were used, the qt
the throw-and-roll
procedure (dumping mater,
the patch material in
the hole, with no workmai
preparation, and
then driving the the prl
truck over the patch usei
several times) was
found to be just as the
effective as the
semipermanent
procedure (defined
as "doing it right," by squaring-up the
sides of the hole and cleaning and
drying the hole before filling it).
Successful pothole patches were
attributed to the quality of materials
and workmanship, not the procedure
used to fill the hole.

The second component of the
study-the expected life of the
repairs-is not yet available, as a large
number of the patches are still func-
tioning. The Federal Highway Admin-
istration (FHWA) will continue to
monitor the sites to see how well these
patches continue to perform.

In the meantime, here's some advice
from the research team:

* In adverse weather, use throw-and-
roll or spray-injection procedures to fix
potholes. These high-productivity
procedures will produce high-quality
repairs, sparing the maintenance crew
from spending a lot of time out in the
elements. Use quality materials, and if

you use a spray-injection device, make
sure it is operated by a skilled techni-
cian.

* Use the best materials possible.
You might save some money by
purchasing a poorer quality material,
but those savings will quickly be eaten
up by the costs of repeatedly
repatching the same pothole. More-
over, the initial purchase cost of
material is insignificant compared with

the labor, equipment,
and motorist delay

essful costs associated with
patching operations.

patches * Don't expect

buted to patches placed under
severe weather

lity of conditions to perform
as well as those

Is and placed under more
temperate conditions.

ship, not The most critical
period in the service

cedure life of a pothole patch
to fill appears to be the first

few weeks, when the

hole. patch is setting. Wet
weather and cold
temperatures mean
the patch will take

longer to set, which will provide more
opportunities for failure.

* When considering the cost of a
more expensive cold mix, be sure to
take into account the time that motor-
ists will save because of fewer mainte-
nance-caused delays. Work crews will
also spend less time on the street,
making their working conditions safer.

* Test the material to ensure compat-
ibility between the aggregate and the
binder.

A publication detailing the study,
Innovative Materials Development and
Testing, Volume 2: Pothole Repair
(Publication No. SHRP-H-353; $15), is
available from the Transportation
Research Board (TRB). Toobtain the
publication write TRB, Box 289,
Washington, DC, 20055, (202) 334-
3213; fax (202) 334-2519.

[Condensednfrom ROADS &
BRIDGES, Dec. 1993]

each act uses different equipment and
has its own purpose, so be sure to use
the right equipment. Using the wrong
equipment at the wrong time can make
a surface worse instead of better.

* Snow, ice, and dust control.
Choose the correct equipment, tech-
nique, and chemical, basing your
choice on the individual stretch of road.

* Stabilization. To reduce the need

to use equipment, try stabilizing the
road. Choose from full-depth reclama-
tion (down to the base), more tempo-
rary and shallow acts such as spraying
water for dust control, or a compromise-

Did You Know?
A ccording to U.S. Department of

Transportation data for 1989,
43 percent of Ul.S. roads and streets
are unpaved. That's almost two
mllion miles, carrying 23percentof
the nati.ons traffic.

[Source: Nevada Milepost, spring
1994]

-a stabilized surface that still requires

regular maintenance. The goals are maximum density and uniformity, with
moisture balance the dominant principle. Small variations from the ideal moisture
level create major changes in both base and surface.

* Budget analysis. Think long term (five to ten years) to create both construc-
tion and maintenance budgets for several alternative methods of stabilization.

* Sealing, coating, and paving. Traffic volume studies should tell you when
you have to coat and pave your roads. But don't be hasty-several alternatives
short of paving are available that exploit new chemicals and construction tech-
niques.

* Chemicals. Chemicals can help at every stage. Two seem the most popular
nationwide: calcium chloride and lignin sulfonate. Both work by absorbing water
vapor from the air and liquid water from the roadbed. Both are used for snow and
ice clearance, dust control, surface stabilization, and reclamation. Neither is
associated with environmental damage.

[Condensed from Nevada Milepost, spring 19941

Metric Units:
"Hard" vs. "Soft" Conversions
Present
Standard
(mph)

20

25

30
35
40

Soft
Conversion
(kmi/h)

32.18

40.23

56.33

72.42
80.47

' 88.52
9 6 .5 6

104.60
112.7

Can~adian
Hiard Conver- Chang~esion (k/h) (%

30
40
50
60

60
70
80
90
100
100
110

-6.8

-0.6

+3.6

+6.5

-6.8
-3.3
-0.6
+1.7

+3.6

-4.4
-2.4

Soft conversions convert measurements from English to metric units
without changing the onginal size or magnitude. Hard conversions require
a change in the size of an existing quantity to obtain a standard,
convenient, rounded metric unit. Hard conversions are preferable since the
results are in easy-to-use, round numbers. Above are Canadian-adopted

mSource: Technology Transfer Quarterdy, Transportation Research
Center, Gainesville, Fla.]
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Patching Potholes: Quality
Materials Make the Difference
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MINNESOTA T2 &
MN/DOT LIBRARY

Newly released publications

available through Minnesota T2 and

the Mn/DOT Library are described

below. For further information

contact Information Services, Mn/

DOT, Room B-23, Transportation

Building, 385 John Ireland Blvd.,

St. Paul, MN, 55155; phone (612)

296-2385; fax (612) 297-2354.

Waste Products in Highway
Construction. (MN/RC-93-16) This
report, sponsored by the LRRB,
presents an overview of the current
statewide practice of reusing waste
materials for highway construction.
The report provides an abundance of
information regarding the material
properties, field performance, cost-
effectiveness, availability, and con-
struction and application of 14 different
waste products, and relevant legislation
and restrictions regarding their use. In
addition, the report outlines procedures
for evaluation and selection of waste
alternatives. It closes with the results
of a survey of 79 city and county
agencies in Minnesota regarding their
use of waste materials, along with
summaries of case studies in Benton
and Sibley Counties.

Influence of Roofing Shingles on
Asphalt Concrete. (MN/RC-93-09)
This study evaluated the use of roofing
waste in hot-mix asphalt concrete
mixtures. The results indicate that
roofing waste generated by manufac-
turers could be used successfully in
asphalt concrete with a minimum
impact on the properties of the mixture.
The manufactured shingle waste also
seemed to work well in stone mastic
asphalt mixtures. Use of shingles from
roof reconstruction projects was also
studied.

Joint and Crack Fillers. (MN/RD-
93-11) This report presents the five-
year test results of nine experimental
joint sealants installed in a one-mile
section of 1-94 near Sauk Centre.
The sealants were compared with

Safety Council
Offers Workshop
Catalog
The Minnesota Safety Council

(MSC) in St. Paul offers a
variety of workshops dealing with
workplace safety and health issues.
Workshop participants earn
Continuing Education Units (CEUs),
and many of the instructors are
available for phone consultation
after classes are completed.

MSC's 20-page workshop catalog
for January-June 1994 is available
by calling the Council at (612) 291-
9150. Courses related to
transportation include defensive
driving, federal & state DOT
regulatory update, hazardous
materials transportation, and new
DOT drug testing issues for drivers
& their employers.

Dow Corning 888, the only silicone
joint sealant currently approved for
use on transverse joints by Mn/DOT.
The sealants tested included three
silicones, one urethane, one polyure-
thane, one nitrile rubber, one rubber-
ized polypropylene, one polysulfide,
and one hot-pour asphaltic sealant.
The performance of several joints
sealed with Dow Corning 999 in
1976 was also evaluated.

Improving Operational Safety on
Local Roads and Streets. (FHWA-
RT-88-039) This pamphlet acts as a
general guide to effective, low-cost
methods of improving and enhancing
operational highway safety. Opera-
tional improvements provide drivers
with important information to control
and maintain the vehicle on the road.
Safety enhancements can include
signs, pavement markings, traffic
signals, and other options.

Soil and Base Stabilization and
Associated Drainage Consider-
ations. This two-volime series is an
update of the original manuals
prepared in 1979. It provides
background information for using
soil stabilization as an integral part
of a pavement structure, and for
evaluating pavement drainage
problems. Volume 1, Pavement
Design and Construction Consider-
ations (FHWA-SA-93-004), dis-
cusses drainage, the use of open-
graded permeable bases, construction
considerations for each stabilizer
type, and pavement design consider-
ations. Volume II, Mixture Design
Considerations (FHWA-SA-93-005),
presents the specific details of
laboratory testing for different
stabilizer additives, and describes
typical properties and test methods
for choosing optimum amounts.

1993 Minnesota Transit Report: A
Guidebook to Minnesota's Public
Transit System. This I 1 I1-page report
summarizes all major public transit
activities undertaken during 1993. It
also includes a short summary of each
public transit system.

Proceedings-Integrating Trans-
portation Management Systems into
Transportation Planning and
Operations National Conference.
This is the 392-page proceedings from
a 1993 conference that focused on
issues arising from ISTEA require-
ments for state DOTs to develop and
implement six transportation manage-
ment systems.

SHRP MATERIALS
To obtain SHRP publications,

contact the TRB, Box 289, Wash-

ington DC 20055; phone: (202)

334-3213; fax (202) 334-2519.

SHRP has published four manuals to
guide highway maintenance personnel
in repairing asphalt and concrete
pavements. The manuals are published
in two volumes-one for asphalt
pavements, and the other for concrete
pavements.

Asphalt Pavement Repair Manuals
of Practice (SHRP-H-348; $15)
includes Materials and Procedures for

Sealing and Filling Cracks in Asphalt-
Surfaced Pavements and Materials and
Procedures for Repair of Potholes in
Asphalt-Surfaced Pavements.

Concrete Pavement Repair
Manuals of Practice (SHRP-H-349;
$15) includes Materials and Proce-
dures for the Repair of Joint Seals in
Concrete Pavements and Materials and
Procedures for Rapid Repair of

Partial-Depth Spa//lls in Concrete
Pavements.

Another SHRP publication, Distress
Identification Manual for the Long-
Term Pavement Performance
Project, is an important new reference
tool for highway agencies and contrac-
tors faced with the task of evaluating
pavement for distress. The manual was
developed for the SHRP Long-Term
Pavement Performance Project (LTPP),
the most comprehensive pavement test
in history.

To collect uniform data from the
various project participants, LTPP
developed this manual, a distress
dictionary" identifying more than 52
types of distress conditions with
descriptions and color photographs
providing a uniform basis for evalua-
tion. The manual is divided into three
sections: asphalt concrete surface,
jointed portland cement concrete, and
continuously reinforced portland
cement concrete. Data collectors can
simply match their observations with
the photograph and description in the
manual- in other words, the type of
crack, rutting, and pothole at one site
will be similarly identified at any other
site.

While developed for the LTPP, the
manual has a much broader application

to benefit state and municipal agencies.
First, the manual will lead to more
accurate identification of distress
problems, and thus eliminate added
costs resulting from applying inaccu-
rate pavement remedies. Furthermore,
the standardized language of identifica-
tion should improve communication by
eliminating confusion and misunder-
standing over terms. Finally, more
uniform evaluations of pavement

distress will help in developing
appropriate maintenance and repair
strategies.

The manual is free to state highway
agencies, $20 for others.
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LRRB PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

She Lo cal Road Research Boarfd's "Research Implementation
Series" (RIS) provides local government agencies with a quick

reference on the latest research, technology, and methods in

* RIS No. 14: Guardrails, ELnd Treatmenr, and Transitions, summarizes
the accepted guardrail types, end treatments, and transition systems

are revised.

* RIS No. 15: Waste Products in Highway Construction, is an executive
summary of LRRB Report No. 93-16, with the same titfle (see '"Mn!
DOT Library Publications" at left).

S RiS No. 16: A Synthesis of Measuring and Modeling Frost Depths,.
synthesizes various reports regarding equipmen t and methods used to
determine frost zones within soil. Research on frost monitoring is
currently being conducted by Mn/DOT. particularly through the
Minnesota Road Research Project and SHRP.

The above issues were distributed to all ~ Minnesota counties,
municipalities with populations over 5,000, and Mn/DOT State Aid
engineers. If your agency was not included in the original
distribution, prior issues are available along with three-ring b inder
for storage.

Contact Micky Ruiz, Mn/DOT technology transfer manager, (612)
282-2269.

Report Documents Transportation
Needs on Reservations
R esearchers attheUniversity of Minnesota's Center for Urban and

Regional Affairs (CURA) have completed a multiyearstudy of the
nature and extent of transportation problems on reservations. In their
study, cosponsored by CTS, the researchers conducted formal surveys
of three Minnesota tribes and joined research efforts of four western
states. Results of the study indicate significanttransportation problems
for Native Americans in getting access to health care, jobs, and
schools.

To obtain a copy of the final report, Assessing Transportation Needs
on Indian Reservations (93-21), contact the Upper Great Plains
Transportation Institute, (701) 237-7767; fax 241-1945.
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T2 Workshops
Jrom page I

Recent Workshops
* Traffic Engineering Fundamentals. The North

Central Section of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (NCITE), with assistance from the South
Dakota, North Dakota, and Minnesota T2 Centers,
presented this workshop in February in Brookings,
S.D. Thirty persons attended; T2 staff will work with
NCITE to schedule this course in Minnesota.

* Gravel Road Maintenance and Design. Held in

Bemidji, St. Cloud, and Mankato, this course was

instructed by Ken Skorseth, field services manager of

the South Dakota T2 Center, and Walter Leu, county

engineer of Lake of the Woods County. The scope of

the workshop was broadened to include gravel design

and new technology as well as the basics of gravel

maintenance. A total of 250 persons attended the

three March workshops.

* "How to" Conference on Work Zone Control.

This conference, held March 8-9 in Fargo, was

sponsored by the American Traffic Safety Services

Association, with planning and publicity assis-

tance from the T2 Centers of Minnesota, North

Dakota, and South Dakota. The conference was

attended by 230 registrants plus 20 speakers, and

featured 35 vendor displays with state-of-the-art

equipment and materials.

* 1994 Township Officer Short Course. Spon-

sored by the University's Extension Service in

cooperation with the Minnesota Association of

Townships (MAT), this course was presented at 15

locations over a three-week period. John Ohrn of

Minnesota T2 discussed minimizing tort liability on

township roads at 12 of the short courses; township

officials delivered his presentation at the other three.

Workshops Under Development
* Methods for Equipment Purchasing. This

would be a continuation of the workshop presented
last year. One of the workshop originators, Jerry
Larson of Ramsey County, has retired due to health
reasons, so some regrouping is required. We are
striving to have this workshop up and running in time
for two or three sessions this fall.

* Salt Brine Runoff Control. This would be a
repeat of the one offered last year. We have been
working with the Minnesota Chapter of the American
Public Works Association (MPWA) and the Mn/DOT
Maintenance Office personnel to repeat this work-
shop.

* Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Minne-
sota T' has met with the Minnesota County Engineers
Association (MCEA) automation committee to begin
developing a session that answers such questions as:

Upcoming Attractions

Culvert Installation and Maintenance
Owatonna, April 20
Willmar. April 21
Detroit Lakes, April 28

This workshop focuses on renewing culverts
(rather than replacing them) and installation and
maintenance techniques. It is intended for city,
county, and township personnel responsible for
placing and maintaining culverts. (Instructors:
Larry Woodbury, professor of civil engineering,
North Dakota State University; Ray Joki, senior
maintenance engineer, Mn/DOT Duluth district)

New:
Equipment Maintenance
Grand Rapids, May 10
Alexandria, May 11
Marshall, May 12

The instructor for this new course says he hasn't
met a piece of equipment yet that doesn't deserve
to be maintained, and looks forward to sharing his
experience and enthusiasm with you. The work-
shop is intended for shop supervisors, mechanics,
superintendents, operators, and engineers. Atten-
dance will be limited to 50 persons per workshop.
(Instructor: Alex Millner, shop supervisor, Mn/
DOT Brainerd district)

Hydraulic Design of Culverts
New Ulm, August 16
Anoka, August 17
Virginia, August 18

This workshop will present information on an
alternative method to design and size culverts so
that the peak flood runoff is spread and damage
reduced. It will also cover both the manual and
computer methods of basic hydraulic design. It is
intended for engineers and technicians responsible
for the design of culverts and roadside ditches.
Some technical background in hydraulics is
desirable. (Instructors: Larry Woodbury, professor
of civil engineering, North Dakota State Univer-
sity; Tom Behm, State Aid engineer, Mn/DOT
Marshall district)

Where do you start? How much is needed right
away? What is GIS used for? Who uses it? What
are the costs and staffing requirements? What
information is available regarding hardware/software,
training, etc.? Minnesota T is actively looking for
one or more instructors to meet with us and develop a
workshop program. If you can help, or know
someone who might, please call Cheri Trenda or John
Ohm.

* Erosion Control/Turf Establishment. This was
another high priority in the T' training needs assess-

New:
Tort Liability
Beinidji, September 22
St. Cloud, September 27
Mankato, September 28

In response to your comments to our training
needs survey, this new course in tort liability will
focus on highway maintenance and repair activi-
ties. Each of the workshop's three instructors
offers a different perspective. Bernie Arseneau is
a traffic engineer with Mn/DOT who serves as tort
claims and standards engineer. Ellen Longfellow
is a defense attorney with the League of Minne-
sota Cities. Howard Preston is a traffic engineer
with the consultant firm of BRW, Inc., and has
served as an expert witness in court cases. The
workshop is intended both for supervisors and
workers who perform activities that could lead to
tort liability.

Snow and Ice Control
Rochester October 5
Duluth, October 6
Brainerd, October 7

This workshop will provide advice on budget-
ing, equipment purchases, equipment utilization,
contract administration, and performance evalua-
tion. Since this workshop includes both policy
and operating issues, attendance by both supervi-
sors and equipment operators is appropriate.
(Instructors: Rich Romness, private consultant;

person to be named, Mn/DOT Maintenance)

Traffic Engineering Seminar
To be announced

This workshop will be presented by NCITE,
with assistance from the Minnesota T Program.
The intent is to focus on one or more advanced
traffic engineering subjects and promote in-depth
discussion. The location and date are yet to be
determined.

Registration
To register or for further information, contact

Bev Ringsak, 335 Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Dr.
S.E., Minneapolis, MN, 55455, (612) 625-6689;
fax (612) 626-1632.

ment. Like tort liability, it is a very broad subject,
and one workshop could not begin to cover the entire
field. Engineers and maintenance staff want informa-
tion, but with a different focus, requiring different
workshops. Minnesota T will work with representa-
tives from each group to determine the specific
training needs.

Metric Conversion. Bob McPartlin, metrication
administrator for Mn/DOT, is adhering as much as
possible to the national program instructions, which
recommend training on the basis of "just enough, just
in time." His efforts are currently focused on helping
Mn/DOT, counties, cities, and contractors convert to
metric design and construction, to meet the October
1, 1996, federal deadline. The program is well in
hand through Mn/DOT design, construction, and

State Aid processes. The much-discussed conversion
of road signs is still undecided at the national level.
Currently, Bob McPartlin, together with the T staff,
are collecting information from state and local
transportation personnel on the type of training and
assistance needed to perform measurement-sensitive
job tasks in metric. Pilot training programs will be
offered this fall to prepare for a more aggressive
training schedule in 1995.

* Pavement Management Systems (PMS). The
nature of a PMS workshop depends on how Minne-
sota decides to meet ISTEA requirements. The T2

staff will work closely with Mn/DOT pavement and
State Aid personnel as well as local agency personnel
to assist in providing the necessary training.

-John Ohrn

FHWA Traffic Control Workshop Offered this Summer

today.
The demo project will consist of a two-day workshop and hands-on demonstration of advanced traffic

control technologies from 25 manufacturers and system f-irms. The hands-on portion of the workshop
features a 48-foot expandable mobile display vehicle fully equipped with 25 workstations. Each
workstation contains operational equipmentand software that simulates on-street traffic conditions. This
session is intended for traffic operations engineers and senior-level technicians responsible for
implementing traffic control systems.

In addition, a one-hour Executive $Summary and walk-through of the mobile display vehicle is available
as an optional presentation for other interested personnel. The Summary explains the benefits of state-
of-the-art traffic control technology in reducing congestion, improving safety, reducing air pollution, and
decreasing fuel consumption.

If you have any questions or are Interested in attending, please contact Steve Misgen, Mn/DOT
signal operations engineer, at (612) 582-1072; fax (612) 582-1033.

_ _ _ __
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Regional Events IF YOUR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEETS ON A REGULAR BASIS, LET US INCLUDE THE INFORMATION HERE.

CONTACT EDITOR, TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE.
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Regional Events

League of MinnesotuC ities Safety and Loss Control Workshops Marshall Inn, Marshall
Holiday Inn, Austin

1994 Minnesota Safety & Health Conference Minnesota Safety Council, St. Paul

5th Annual State/FHWA Regions 5 & 7 Railroad Conference St. Paul Airpor.t Hiton

Minnesota T2 Workshop: "Equipment Maintenance" Grand Rapids
Alexandria
Marshall

CTS Fifth Annual Transportation Research Conference Sheraton Park Place, Minneapolis

National Public Works Week

Safety Management Techniques Mminesota Safety Council. St. Paul

Timber Bridge Workshop. Sponsors: North Dakota T' Center, Schafer Auditorium, Medora, N.D.
USDA Forest Service, and ND State Forest Service.

4th National Conference for Small & Medium Areas: Duluth
"'Transportation Solutions for Today., Tomorrow & Beyond"

Minnesota Association of Townships Management Workshop To be determined

4th International Conference on the Bearing Capacity of Roads and Airfields Radisson South, Minneapolis

Minnesota T Workshop: "Hydraulic Design of Culverts" New Ulm
Anoka
Virginia

Lynda Woulfe. (612) 490-5600

Regina Hoffman, (612) 291-9150

Kristi Skinner (612) 296-0363

Bev Ringsak, (612) 625-689

Catherine Ploetz, (612) 626-2259

American Public Works Assoc

Regina Hoffman, (612) 291-9150

N.D. T Center, (701) 237-7051;
Wats 1-800-726-4143;
Fax (701) 237-7195

Kathy Briscoe, (612) 296-1614,
or Diane Dzuck, (218) 722-5545

Jean Woorster, (612) 497-2330

Catherine Ploetz, (612) 626-2259

Bev Ringsak, (612) 625-689

May 16-18 Innovations in Highway Safety-A Broad Perspective

May 22-26 3rd International Conference on Managing Pavements

June 13-15 International Bridge Conference

July 2-7 International Road Federation Conference

July 15-19 National Association of Counties Annual Conference

Hershey, PA -

San Antonio, TX

Pittsburgh, PA

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Baltimore, MD

American Society of Civil lngrs.
(800) 548-2723

TRB, (202) 334-2950

(412) 261-0710

IRF, (202) 554-2106

NACo. (202) 393-6226

,Reader Response
Please help the Exchange become more effective by filling out this form and returning it to:

Minnesota T2 Program, Center for Transportation Studies
110 Civil and Mineral Engineering Bldg., 500 Pillsbury Dr. S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

The following is a(n) addition change _deletion

Name

Title/Organization

Employment
County
Supplier
Vendor

City
Contractor
Other

Township
Consultant

Mn/DOT

Address

Phone/Fax

My suggestion for a local innovation to report on is:

My question for the Q & A column is:

My idea, comment, or suggestion is:

Please send me information on:

$ Spig 94. o. ,No

May 4
May 5

May 4-6

May 9-12

May 10
May I11
May 12

May 12-13

May 15-21

May 17-20

May 24-25

May 25-27

July

July 1721

Aug. 16
Aug. 17
Aug. 18

Others

Timber Bridge
Work~shop in May

heNorth Dakota T2 Center
ipreseniting a Timber

Bridge Workshop on May 24-
25 in Me~dora, N.D. Thework-
shop wil provide aninrdc
tionr to the use of timberas a

include the desin onstruc-
tion, and maintenance of timber
bridges; specifcationas, stan-
dards, and cost omparisons:
and suitabiity, treatatility, and
perormance testing of native
timbers. The workshop fee is
$30.

F~or registration materials
contact the North Dakota T2

1-800-726-4143; fax~ (701) 237-.
7195.


